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Abstract

A mesoscale atmospheric model is used to model the break up of a morning air-tempera-
ture inversion during a clear weather situation with low wind speeds at ground. Modified

slope-radiation parameterization in the model results in more realistic predicted air tempera-
ture profiles when compared to profiles measured with a tethered balloon. A wave number
integration code is used to demonstrate how the modelled atmospheric profiles can be used to

predict the reduction of sound level along ground during inversion break-up.
# 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is widely accepted that vertical gradients of air temperature and wind have
strong influence on the temporal variation of out-door sound pressure levels at dis-
tances beyond approximately 100 m [1–3]. Wilson and Noble [2] provide an over-
view of the most common methods to include meteorological profiles in sound
propagation calculations, such as similarity theory, in situ measurements, ground
based measurement techniques and mesoscale modelling. The different methods all
have limitations. Similarity theory based on measurements from surface towers
breaks down in very stable conditions when there is little or no coupling between the
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ground and the air further up [4,5]. The main problem with in situ measurements in
the boundary layer based on tethered balloons is that the typical time scale for a
balloon ascent/descent cycle is 30–60 min, while changes in meteorological condi-
tions in the boundary layer (wind speed and direction in particular) often have time
scales of seconds or a few minutes. Another important limitation with tethered bal-
loons is that they can not be operated in wind speeds above approximately 10 m/s.
Wind direction measurements are also inaccurate at wind speeds below 1–2 m/s.
Ground based methods such as the application of radars and sonars have significant
range-limitations as well as uncertainties regarding accuracy and representativity of
the measurements.
One meteorological condition with relatively slow temporal change is surface air

temperature inversion (hereafter referred to as inversions), i.e. the absolute air tem-
perature increases with height above ground. Such conditions are also normally
associated with little or no wind and with cloud-free conditions, since they usually
appear in high-pressure (anti-cyclonic) situations [6,7]. Inversions can result in
sound pressure levels along the ground that are 20–30 dB higher than those typically
observed during neutral atmospheric conditions [8–12]. Inversions normally persist
for several hours at night and in the morning, and can even persist for days and
weeks at high latitudes in winter [5].
Because of the obvious limitations and costs involved in field measurements, it is

likely that the use of fine-scale numerical models to predict meteorological profiles
for sound propagation calculations will become increasingly popular in the future.
Due to the accelerating capacity and speed of computers in recent years, it has
become feasible to run such mesoscale meteorological models with successively
smaller grid cells. The typical horizontal grid spacing at present is 1000 m, but this
limit is expected to decrease rapidly. Mesoscale models can now be used to extra-
polate and supplement measurements in time and space and even make real fore-
casts of sound propagation conditions. Assimilation of measurement data into the
models is also becoming increasingly popular.
As far as we know, few authors have combined mesoscale meteorological models

and numerical sound propagation models. Heimann and Gross [13] used the FIT-
NAH non-hydrostatic mesoscale model to simulate sound levels in slope wind cir-
culation conditions in an ideal narrow valley during a 24 h period. They showed
how changing drainage flows and temperature patterns will influence sound propa-
gation, but no comparisons with measured data were made. Hole and Mohr [14]
used the MIUU hydrostatic model to provide profiles in a situation with high wind
speeds (10 m/s), but relatively stationary conditions. By comparison with measured
meteorological and acoustical data, they showed that this approach can give a rela-
tively accurate ‘‘sound-forecast’’ in flat terrain. A US army meteorological group at
Aberdeen Test Center (http://www.atc.army.mil) performs daily operational noise
forecasts by application of the mesoscale model MM5 [15].
The shape and temporal evolution of inversions are generally hard to describe

theoretically [6], and few comparisons with measured soundings have been presented
earlier. In the study presented earlier, MM5 has been used to reproduce a surface
temperature inversion break-up which was also observed by a tethered balloon. A
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new approach to include slope irradiance inMM5 has been introduced to cope with the
complex terrain. This has resulted in more accurate inversion reproductions [16]. Fur-
ther, the profiles form the basis for wave number integration to show how the altered
meteorological conditions will influence sound propagation in the morning hours.

2. Environment and experiment

A case of morning inversion break-up from 06 to 16 UTC on 21 September 1994 was
chosen for comparison. As part of a large field campaign [17], continuous measure-
ments with a Tethersonde climbing to altitudes of 500–1000 m above ground, were
carried out at Finnskogen in Hedmark County, NE of Oslo, Norway [18]. In this area,
the ground is undulating and mostly covered with conifer forest, rising gradually from
the river Glomma to the Swedish border. The area in a 2 km radius around the obser-
vation point is relatively flat, with a southwest-pointing slope in the order of 2–3�.
A high-pressure system was situated over southern parts of Norway during the

period studied (Fig. 1), and synoptic wind speeds were low or moderate most of the
time. As will be shown further down, a strong inversion formed during the night in
the lowest 300 m of the atmosphere. According to classical theory [e.g. 6,7,19], the
strongest inversions normally appear just after sunrise, as was also the case here.

3. Model configuration

MM5 was set up with an outer mesh with 13.5 km horizontal grid spacing and an
inner mesh with 500 m spacing. The data were nested from ECMWF (European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) data in four steps down to a 500 m
grid distance (Fig. 2). The number of grid points were 40�40 for all domains and 31
vertical levels (6 below 100 m). The options for parameterization of sub-grid and
physical processes were in addition to the first order turbulence closure [20], an
advanced 5 layer surface model (LSM) [21, 22] with prognostic equations for soil
moisture and temperature. Explicit moist ‘‘physics’’ including ice phase was used.
Cumulus parameterisation has been used for the outer mesh (=13.5 km) [23]. The
radiation scheme based on Dudhia [32] has been modified to take into account the
effect of sloping surfaces. For further details, see Ref. [16] and Section 4.

4. Mesoscale model modifications

The energy balance at the surface is given by:

1� �ð ÞS# þ L# � L" ¼ Hþ l
Etot þ G0 ð2Þ

where � is the surface albedo, S# is short wave radiation, L is downward and
upward long wave radiation, H is sensible heat-flux, lEtot is latent heat-flux, G0 is
heat-flux down into the ground.
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MM5 was first designed as a regional weather forecast model with rather coarse
spatial resolution. For a grid spacing below 1 km, it was advisable to introduce an
additional algorithm in MM5 to take into account the slope and orientation of the
terrain in the calculation of short wave incoming radiation [S# in Eq. (2)] [16].
Consideration of this effect was introduced by Mahrer and Pielke [24] in a 3D

atmospheric model. In contrast to Ref. [24], our approach requires the splitting of
short wave radiation into its direct and diffuse components. This reduces the topo-
graphic influence in more cloudy conditions.
The approach chosen to describe the effect of a slant surface in our simulation is

based on Refs. [25] and [26]. Following Skartveit and Olseth [26], knowing the
hourly diffuse and beam irradiances, Sd and Sb, on a horizontal surface, the total

Fig. 1. Mean sea level air pressure (MSLP) at 12 UTC on 21 September 1994. Numbers on axes are

latitude and longitude.
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irradiance on a surface inclined by an angle � towards an azimuth angle � can be
written:

S �; �ð Þ ¼ Sb
cos �ð Þ

sin hð Þ
þ sin2 �

2
� Sd þ Sbð Þ þ Sd �; �ð Þ; ð3Þ

where h is solar elevation � is the solar beam’s angle of incidence. Negative cos(�) is
replaced by zero. It should be noted that the algorithm introduced only takes into
account the slope’s orientation and not shadow effects due to mountains. This is
surely an important effect at low solar angles and steep mountains, but this is yet not
implemented into MM5. However, it seems reasonable to assume that shading
effects are small in the situation described here.
It has been shown that this new approach can result in significant improvement in

wind and temperature profile predictions [16], e.g. the RMS error for the wind speed
profiles compared to measured data is reduced with 35% for the case studied here.

Fig. 2. Illustration of how the MM5 model is nested from synoptic scale to local scale.
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5. Acoustical predictions

Sound propagation in the atmosphere is influenced by topography, ground con-
ditions (nature of the ground type, e.g. snow, vegetation or asphalt) and weather
conditions (refraction, diffraction and turbulent scattering in the atmosphere) [1].
Here we concentrate on the effect of atmospheric refraction, which has most influ-
ence on the diurnal variation of sound pressure levels at some distance.
Results from MM5 are used as input to a wave number integration code (also

called a Fast Field Program (FFP)) [27], to demonstrate the meteorological influence
on the sound propagation. The programme has earlier provided accurate predictions
of airborne low-frequency pulses propagating in the same type of environment [3,
28]. The Directional Sound Velocity (thermal sound speed+wind component in the
direction studied), DSV, was calculated for each model layer. The acoustically rele-
vant vertical gradients of DSV are normally governed by vertical gradients of wind
velocity vector. However, in the case studied here with low wind speeds, effects of
temperature gradients are most important.
The DSV values were interpolated to 2, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 and 500 m above

ground and used as input to the FFP. Previous experience has shown that only
profiles below 100 m or so will have a significant influence on the sound levels along
the ground [2,3,14]. It is normally assumed that DSV profiles are range-independent,
i.e. that wind velocities and air temperatures are horizontally homogeneous over the
area considered, and thus only dependent on height above ground [29]. The purpose
of the acoustical simulations presented here is to demonstrate how much the inver-
sion break up will influence sound propagation, and thus this relatively simple
approach was chosen. Also we are not aware of 3D acoustic models that can handle
sound propagation at the distance studied here with realistic terrain and meteorol-
ogy included. Ground conditions typical for the relatively soft forest floor in the
area were taken from Ref. [28]. A porosity of 0.44, a poroelastic layer thickness of
0.5 m, an effective flow resisitvity of 17.4 kPa s m�2 were included. The flow resis-
tivity is very low, but realistic for the soft forest floor in the area [28]. An infinite
viscoelastic layer was placed below the poroelastic top layer in the ground.
1D calculations in 8 directions were interpolated horizontally to achieve a quasi-

2D result (depending on distance from source and angle). DSV profiles were calcu-
lated from MM5 atmospheric profiles in each case and used as input in the FFP [27].
The sound source was a point source of 100 Hz at 2 m above ground. The receivers
were also placed at 2 m above ground and the maximum prediction distance was
1000 m.

6. Results

Fig. 3 shows the time-evolution of the air temperature profiles in the lowest 500 m
of the atmosphere at Finnskogen from 6 UTC to 16 UTC 21 September 1994. The
figure reveals a classical example of morning inversion break-up. It can be seen how
the ground is heated by solar radiation and how statically unstable air close to
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Fig. 3. Air temperature profiles from 06 to 16 UTC on 21 September 1994. (A) Measured by Tethersonde.

(B) Predicted by MM5.
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Fig. 4. (A) Comparison of measured and predicted atmospheric profiles 21 September 06 UTC. Solid

lines are measured data and dashed lines are MM5 results. For wind directions the circles represent

measured data and crosses are representing MM5 results. (B) same as (A), but at 12 UTC.
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ground penetrates deeper and deeper into the inversion and destroys it from below.
The air close to the ground was subject to a steady temperature increase from �4 to
+10 �C in 6 h from 06 to 12 UTC, i.e. more than 2�/hour. At 500 m, the increase in
air temperature is only about 1� in the same period.
The inversion seems to be fairly well simulated at 6 and 7 UTC and after 11 UTC.

On the other hand, the destruction rate of the inversion from 8 and 10 UTC was not
satisfactorily simulated, where the inversion in the model is breaking up too fast.
There are some possible explanations for this misfit that need to be investigated
further. Between 7 and 8 UTC the surface temperature crosses the ‘‘heat-capacity
barrier’’ [30]. Lack of soil water freezing in MM5 could be some of the explanation
of this misfit in temperature at 8 UTC. However, the most probable cause of the
heating between 8 and 10 UTC in the model, is that a too big part of the incoming
solar energy is converted into sensible heat. This could happen if too little evapora-
tion and thawing occurs. This error could be caused by the initialisation of soil
moisture from the ECMWF, which has a rough horizontal resolution (40 km)
compared to the finest nest in the MM5 simulation.
Modelled and observed wind and air temperature profiles are compared in Fig. 4.

The error in simulated wind speed and directions in Fig. 4 can be a further expla-
nation for the discrepancies seen in the break up of the temperature inversion.
At 16 UTC the observed profile is neutral or close to neutral. In the model, how-

ever, the formation of a new surface inversion has already started. The formation of
a new inversion in the afternoon can be due to the parameterisation of the soil
properties and soil heat flux [G0 in Eq. (2)] in MM5, leading to a fast surface cool-
ing. As the short wave radiation becomes small, there is a rapid response to the
surface skin temperature. The drop in temperature leads to a large heat flux into the
soil since this flux is dependent on the difference between the soil temperature and
the skin temperature [Refs. 21 and 22]. This result suggests that the energy-diffusion
from the surface into the soil is too fast in MM5. Unfortunately, no balloon mea-
surements were made in the afternoon.
Other effects could be connected to the turbulence parameterisations. In this

simulation, the formulations used are based on Ref. [20], a first order turbulence
closure. Previous studies have shown that the strength of the inversion is sensitive to
the formulation of the fluxes of momentum and heat profiles [30]. During strong
stable stratification, the turbulent diffusion coefficients in the boundary layer used in
the turbulence scheme [20] becomes too low. This could be improved by using other
formulations, e.g. those applied in the operational ECMWF-model [29]. These heat-
flux formulations are based on the dependency on Richardson number rather than
the height above ground and the boundary layer height.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the effect of the temperature inversion on sound propagation

conditions. The sound level at most distances beyond 100 m is reduced by more than
30 dB from 0600 UTC to 1200 UTC. Fig. 5A and B presents transmission loss
relative to source level for wave number integration predictions based on Tether-
sonde measurements (5A) and MM5 predictions (5B). The main difference between
the two cases is the large transmission loss to the NE of the source in Fig. 5B). This
is probably due to the logarithmic wind profile produced by MM5, with direction
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Fig. 5. (A) Plane view transmission loss [dB] 2 m above ground relative to source level at 100 Hz. FFP

predictions based on Based on Tethersonde measurements at 06 UTC. Contours at 40 dB (black zones), 60

dB (grey zones) and 80 dB (white zones). (B) Same as (A), but FFP predictions are based on MM5 predic-

tions at 06 UTC. (C) Change in sound level in dB/h from 06 to 12 UTC. Contours at�5 dB/h (black zones),

�2.5 dB/h (grey zones) and 0 dB/h (white zones). Predictions based in Tethersonde measurements at 06 and

12 UTC. (D) Same as (C), but FFP predictions are based on MM5 predictions at 06 and 12 UTC.
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Fig. 5. (continued)
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from SW close to the ground (Fig. 4B). This wind profile will cause stronger
refraction downwards close to the source resulting in greater loss at some distance.
The measured wind profile at 06 UTC (Fig. 4A) has a shape more similar to a lifted
duct. However, the negative wind profile in the lower 50 m is not strong enough to
cancel the effect of the inversion.
Fig. 5C and D shows the change in sound level from 0600 to 1200 UTC. The

predictions are based on Tethersonde and MM5 profiles respectively. The pattern is
complex. Some areas, in particular at some distance (600 m or more) S and SE of the
source, show a reduction in sound level of more than 5 dB/h in this period, while
areas of increased sound levels are observed NE of the source and in a zone 200–300
m SE because of the shift in wind direction. Differences between the two predictions
is again due to differences between measured and modelled wind profiles since the
modelled air temperature profiles corresponds well to those observed. The Tether-
sonde measurements show a shift in surface wind direction from NNE to S in this
period, while the modelled profiles just show a slight shift from WSW to W (Fig. 4).
The steady state wind direction in MM5 explains why Fig. 5D shows a slightly more
directional pattern than Fig. 5C. This result demonstrates how sensitive acoustical
conditions are to small changes in the local weather pattern.

7. Concluding remarks

The mesoscale atmospheric model MM5 has been used to predict the break up of
a surface air temperature inversion in a typical autumn situation above a forest in
eastern Norway. Slope irradiance has been implemented into MM5. The model now
provides more realistic predictions of wind and temperature profiles in the atmo-
spheric boundary layer. Predicted profiles are compared to profiles measured with a
tethered balloon. To demonstrate the change in sound propagation conditions dur-
ing the break-up, measured and predicted profiles are used as input in a Fast Field
Program. Propagation of sound at 100 Hz is predicted out to 1500 m from the
source. The two sets of predictions reveal similar patterns with a reduction in sound
level of more than 5 dB/h during the morning air temperature inversion break up.
There are some differences in the patterns of sound level change with time in the two
cases. This due to differences between measured and modelled wind velocity profiles.
At the low wind speeds in the case studied here, wind direction measurements by
tethered balloon are not reliable since this parameter is measured by the orientation
of the balloon. Unfortunately, no acoustic measurements are available to confirm
the predictions made.
Atmospheric mesoscale models are developing fast and with considerable human

and economical resources devoted to the task due to the obvious necessity of
improved local weather forecasts for many applications (e.g., city and industrial
pollution and wind energy estimates). We can expect that noise forecasts will be
demanded in the near future as this pollution problem comes more in the focus of
the public and politicians. The prospects are that the resolution and accuracy will
improve in the coming years. We can expect that turbulence effects [31] on sound
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propagation can also be included. However, with finer resolution, it is to be expected
that additional effects will have to be taken into account, such as the slope irra-
diance effect described here.
Predictions of atmospheric air temperature profiles accurate enough for sound

propagation forecasts seem feasible. Effort should be put into more comparisons of
model predictions with measured acoustical and meteorological data. A major
challenge is to obtain sources of high quality meteorological and associated acous-
tical data for interesting situations such as ground inversions, lifted inversions and
ducts.
Another issue that must be elaborated further is the coupling of scales and reso-

lution in meteorological mesoscale models and acoustical models. The horizontal
resolution of a model like MM5 is typically 1 km or more, while the vertical reso-
lution close to ground is typically 10 m. An acoustical model has a resolution at least
one order of magnitude less. The same is the case for temporal resolution. On the
other hand no 3D acoustical models available at the moment can handle sound
propagation at ranges of practical interest with realistic terrain and meteorology
included.
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